Reorganising our heads for the care of our health

Henry Mintzberg

Because healthcare is a calling, we must cease trying to run it like a business. Hospitals are not factories, and ‘CEOs’ (Chief Executive Officer) who look on the ‘workers’ of healthcare as detached ‘human resources’ instead of devoted human beings are a menace to our health. A striking article in The New York Times recently described the ‘corporatisation’ of American healthcare as a ‘moral crisis’.1 This calling resides in the personal proficiency of professionals beyond the technical efficiency of systems. It requires a form of organisation that can be called the Professional Assembly, which differs markedly from another form that can be called the Programmed Machine—top-down technocratic—which is common in business. Yet this distinction is hardly recognised by those administrators of healthcare who see their role as controlling the operations with technocratic fixes, whether in the socialised healthcare of England or the market healthcare of America.

To understand why this persists, and what can be done about it, we shall have to reorganise our heads, to see healthcare for what it is and is not. Woven below are five postulates, sequenced to help us step back from the never-ending administrative crises, to appreciate a bigger picture of the care of our health. These postulates have been informed by substantial and often unfortunate experience, as discussed at length in my book Managing the Myths of Health Care.2 Postulate 1: We may talk incessantly about its failures, but healthcare, in fact, suffers from success. In the advanced economies at least, healthcare services are succeeding, outstandingly, but often expensively, and we do not want to pay for that, especially in the form of taxes, but also in elevated insurance premiums.

Physicians, scientists and others have been brilliant at finding new and expensive ways to treat our diseases specially pharmaceutical companies.3 As a consequence, beyond the immediate costs of these treatments, we live longer, and thus incur even more costs. We want the benefits of all this but not the costs, the treatments but not the taxes. Consequently, those agencies that fund the services, publicly or privately, get squeezed.

And so they squeeze back. Hesitant to cut services, they cut costs, by imposing administrative fixes on the operations. One American physician complained of having had to squeeze appointments into 7 min time slots.4 Unfortunately, such fixes do not work well in professional services; indeed, they can be crass—for example, having to fight with insurance companies about prescribing an expensive medicine, on one hand, and being pushed to use a needless test, on the other. Yet we accept the interventions of governments that are often crude—namely cutting measurable costs at the expense of difficult-to-measure benefits, most notably in the quality of the services.5

Unlike the Americans, we in Canada do not favour markets in our healthcare because we know they can be crass—for example, having to fight with insurance companies about prescribing an expensive medicine, on one hand, and being pushed to use a needless test, on the other. Yet we accept the interventions of governments that are often crude—more inclined to use axes than scalpels—and nowhere more so than with their measurements, like those 1000+GP patients. Sure, some numerical...
controls are necessary, especially to keep a lid on costs, but not mindlessly so.

Postulate 4: Coming down the administrative hierarchy, these fixes fail at the great divide in healthcare, where they meet the Professional Assembly which they seek to manage like a Programmed Machine.

In my new book, Understanding Organizations...Finally, I describe these two fundamental forms of organisation, among others.1 In one, the professionals assemble to work mainly on their own, serving their clients directly for the sake of proficiency. Much of this work requires customised service on a human scale2 more than impersonal interventions on an economic scale. This renders the Professional Assembly a highly decentralised structure.

In sharp contrast is the Programmed Machine, commonly found in the mass production of business and the clerical services of government, where the work tends to be rather unskilled. This form is highly centralised for efficiency, through the use of technocratic controls to standardise such work—measuring the time spent on micro-activities, for example.

These two forms mix like water and oil. When the administrators of healthcare try to manage a professional Assembly as if it was a Programmed Machine, they hit what can be called the great divide of healthcare, where their fixes coming down the hierarchy meet the professional services at the base. The professionals simply have to be responsive to the protocols of their profession, rather than to the charts and measures dictated in some distant office, at least if they are to honour their calling.

Hence, we need to cease imposing changes from ‘above’, so that professionals and administrators can meet at this divide, collaboratively, to get past the long-standing conflictive behaviours on both sides. Together they will have to solve the tangible problems that arise in their particular context, within the fiscal constraints.

Postulate 5: For the sake of the necessary collaboration, effective organisations in healthcare will have to foster communityship, beyond leadership. I coined the word communityship in 20063 to draw a contrast with leadership, especially of the heroic kind, also ownership, of the investor kind.

Healthy organisations function internally as communities of engaged human beings, especially when they are embedded in their natural communities. Thanks to their status as a calling, healthcare organisations have a head start in both respects. Internally, they tend to be more naturally decentralised than most other organisations, hence more predisposed to function as communities, especially when they are trusted, namely free of the control of investors. And externally, many are closely associated with their local communities—indeed, many are at the centre of it. (Consider the extent of volunteering in local hospitals.)

Working against this head start, however, is a built-in weakness of the Professional Assembly. Used to functioning rather autonomously, its professionals tend to resist collaboration, even with each other, let alone with the administrators, especially when the latter has been heavy-handed. Yet some of their own work requires collaboration with colleagues, on difficult clinical cases, for example, and in doing sophisticated research. And administrative work in general requires a great deal of collaboration, especially at the great divide, where the professionals and the administrators have to work out the problems together. Hence, the effective healthcare organisations of the future will have to prioritise communityship.

Contrast communityship with leadership, which has become somewhat of a cult today. Utter the word leadership, or leader, and what comes to mind is a single individual—the proverbial maestro on the podium, so to speak.4 Hence, when we promote leadership, we may unwittingly be demoting everyone else, as followers, and thus encouraging the concentration of power—too often these days, the narcissistic use of it.5

Those in healthcare who take the ‘leader’ label seriously, not to mention that of being a ‘CEO’ (ie, pretending to be running a business), risk micromanaging instead of micromanaging—and, frankly, I don’t know which is worse. Micromanaging meddles where managers should stay clear, while macroleading stays clear when managers should be engaged: they deem from on high instead of getting informed throughout. To reiterate, effective healthcare requires open communication with respectful collaboration, nuanced across the great divide, by people thoroughly informed about each other’s concerns.

To conclude: Certainly, we have to measure what we must, and organise the administrative apparatus of healthcare to function in support of the operations, while ensuring adequate control of the costs. Otherwise, please: Enough of the relentless reorganising, enough of the measuring like mad, enough of the charts that stack costs. Otherwise: Enough of the relentless reorganising, enough of the charts that stack costs. Otherwise: Enough of the relentless reorganising, enough of the measuring like mad, enough of the charts that stack costs. Otherwise:
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